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In this paper, we investigate the morphology of the events from the GWTC-1 catalog of compact
binary coalescences as reconstructed by a method based on coherent excess power: we use an open-
source version of the coherent WaveBurst (cWB) analysis pipeline, which does not make use of
waveform models. The coherent response of the LIGO-Virgo network of detectors is estimated by
using loose bounds on the duration and bandwidth of the signal. This pipeline version reproduces the
same results that are reported for cWB in recent publications by the LIGO and Virgo collaborations.
In particular, the sky localization and waveform reconstruction are in a good agreement with those
produced by methods which exploit the detailed theoretical knowledge of the expected waveform
for compact binary coalescences. However, in some cases cWB also detects features in excess in
well-localized regions of the time-frequency plane. Here we focus on such deviations and present
the methods devised to assess their significance. Out of the eleven events reported in the GWTC-1,
in two cases – GW151012 and GW151226 – cWB detects an excess of coherent energy after the
merger (∆t ' 0.2 s and ' 0.1 s, respectively) with p-values that call for further investigations
(0.004 and 0.03, respectively), though they are not sufficient to exclude noise fluctuations. We
discuss the morphological properties and plausible interpretations of these features. We believe
that the methodology described in the paper shall be useful in future searches for compact binary
coalescences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational-wave (GW) astrophysics is successfully
gearing up and is producing a wealth of landmark results,
such as the gravitational-wave transient catalog (GWTC-
1) of compact binary coalescences (CBC) [1] and the tests
of gravity in previously unaccessible regimes [4], from
the recent observing runs of the Advanced LIGO [2] and
Advanced Virgo [3] detectors. These important achieve-
ments come in large part from Bayesian inference applied
to template-based methods [5]. In particular, these anal-
yses are unveiling the intrinsic properties of the binary
black hole mergers, such as masses and spins, thanks to
their well-understood theoretical models and their clearly
recognizable waveforms (see, e.g., [6–8]).
In our work, we investigate the morphology of the
events from the GWTC-1 catalog of compact binary co-
alescences as reconstructed by an alternative approach
that does not depend on specific models, but rather ex-
tracts the coherent response of the detector network to
generic gravitational waves and uses very loose additional
bounds on the duration and bandwidth of the signal.
This methodology is robust with respect to a variety of
well-known CBC signal features including the higher or-
der modes [9], high mass ratios, misaligned spins and
eccentric orbits: it complements the existing template-
based algorithms by searching for new and possibly un-
expected CBC populations and waveform features. The
present analysis extends the well-established analyses re-
ported in [1, 4] by looking for features that add to the
conventional CBC signal models, especially at times after
coalescence.
In section II A, we briefly introduce coherent Wave-
Burst (cWB), an unmodeled algorithm for searching and
reconstructing GW transients and its open source ver-
sion 1 which is adopted for the production of all results
reported in this paper. Section II B describes the Monte
Carlo simulation which enables a quantitative evalua-
tion of the consistency between the waveform estimates
by cWB versus posterior samples from template-based
Bayesian inference. Section III illustrates the actual
cWB results for the set of GW events from the GWTC-1
1 cWB home page, https://gwburst.gitlab.io/;
public repositories, https://gitlab.com/gwburst/public
documentation, https://gwburst.gitlab.io/documentation/
latest/html/index.html.
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2[1]2and provides the comparison of reconstructed wave-
forms and sky localizations to those provided by methods
based on signal templates. Follow-up studies on the two
main outliers (the events GW151012 and GW151226),
where cWB detects an excess of coherent energy after co-
alescence, are reported in section III C. Finally, in section
IV we discuss plausible interpretations for the observed
deviations in the reconstructed waveforms for GW151012
and for GW151226. We conclude the paper with a very
brief discussion of the perspectives for further studies
that are enabled by our methods and of the opportuni-
ties of their implementation in the ongoing LIGO-Virgo
survey [11].
II. METHODS
A. coherent WaveBurst
Coherent Waveburst (cWB) [12] is an analysis pipeline
used in searches for generic transient signals with net-
works of GW detectors. Designed to operate without a
specific waveform model, cWB first identifies coincident
excess power in the multi-resolution time-frequency rep-
resentations of the detectors strain data. It then recon-
structs events which are coherent in multiple detectors as
well as the source sky location and signal waveform: by
using the constrained maximum likelihood method [13],
it combines all data streams into one coherent statistic
ηc, which is then used for ranking cWB events. This
statistic is based on the coherent energy EC , such that
ηc ∝
√
EC , and it is proportional to the coherent signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) in the detector network. To be ro-
bust against the non-stationary detector noise, cWB em-
ploys signal independent vetoes, which reduce the initial
high rate of the excess power triggers. The cWB pri-
mary veto cut is on the network correlation coefficient
cc = EC/(EC + EN ), where EN is the residual noise
energy, estimated once the reconstructed signal is sub-
tracted from the data [13]. Typically, for a GW signal
cc ≈ 1 and for instrumental glitches cc  1. Therefore,
during the last observing runs by the advanced GW de-
tectors, events with cc < 0.7 were rejected as potential
glitches. Finally, cWB extends its capabilities by using
linear combinations of wavelets basis functions providing
an overcomplete representation of the signal. In order
to improve the detection efficiency for stellar mass BBH
sources, cWB favors events with patterns where the fre-
quency increases with time, i.e. events with a chirping
structure, which captures the phenomenological behavior
of most CBC sources.
2 The LIGO-Virgo data are publicly available at the Gravita-
tional Wave Open Science Center [10]; the LIGO-Virgo re-
lease of waveform posterior samples is at https://dcc.ligo.org/
LIGO-P1800370/public.
All results reported in this paper have been produced
by the open source version 6.3.0 of cWB: this version
has been publicly released for open use and it reproduces
cWB scientific results included in the most recent pub-
lications of the LIGO-Virgo collaboration based on the
observing runs 1 and 2 [1, 17–19]. The pipeline and pro-
duction parameters are the same as in the abovemen-
tioned publications with minimal changes in the code
to enable the measurement of quantities needed for the
Monte Carlo. While cWB can work with arbitrary de-
tector networks, the waveform reconstruction has been
restricted to the Hanford and Livingston detectors, due
to the limited contribution by Virgo data to the mor-
phological reconstruction of the events; Virgo data was
included instead whenever possible in the sky localization
reported in Table III.
B. Monte Carlo simulation methodology
The Monte Carlo simulation described in this Section
provides the quantitative evaluation of the consistency
between the waveform estimates by cWB versus the dis-
tribution of waveform posterior samples from template-
based Bayesian inference. This method is an evolution
of what already used to estimate the uncertainty on the
reconstructed waveforms in section IV of the GWTC-1
catalog paper [1]. We use the same public parameter
estimation samples by LALInference [14], released for
GWTC-1. For each GW event, we repeatedly add to
the actual data stream a waveform extracted at random
from the parameter estimation posteriors and perform
the signal injection in an off-source period close to the se-
lected event. Next, for each such injection we perform an
unmodeled reconstruction and determine the maximum
likelihood point-like estimated waveform and the full like-
lihood sky map. The final result of the Monte Carlo is an
empirical distribution of cWB waveform reconstructions,
which is marginalized with respect to the selected param-
eter estimation posteriors (in this case, with respect to
LALInference parameter estimations) and which includes
all effects due to non-Gaussian noise fluctuations as well
as all biases due to cWB estimation itself. These distri-
butions of waveform and sky localization reconstructions
allow the estimation of frequentist confidence intervals
and the likelihood sky map coverage. For more details
on the actual implementation of the Monte Carlo, see
Appendix B.
III. RESULTS
The Advanced LIGO [2] detectors started taking data
on September 12th, 2015 until January 19th, 2016. This
run is referred to as O1. The Advanced LIGO detec-
tors started their second run, called O2, on November
30th, 2016, and on the first of August, 2017 the Advanced
Virgo [3] detector joined the observing run, enabling the
3first three-detector observations of GWs. This second
run ended on August 25th, 2017. During the first and the
second runs, the LIGO-Virgo searches for binary mergers
(both those with matched filters and unmodeled) identi-
fied a total of ten BBH mergers and one binary neutron
star (BNS) signal. All relevant information on those GW
events can be found in the Gravitational-Wave Transient
Catalog of Compact Binary Mergers (GWTC−1) [1] and
in a number of other papers dedicated to individual GW
events [15–20]. Moreover, information on O1 GW events,
including a large set of subthreshold candidates, can be
found in [21]. Finally, previous tests checking for devia-
tions from CBC models have been discussed in [4].
When considering cWB reconstruction of the eleven
main events from the GWTC−1, a subset (i.e.
GW151012, GW151226, GW170729, GW170809 and
GW170814) displays features in well-localized regions of
the time-frequency representation, mainly close to the
merger time, which are missing in the usual CBC wave-
forms (see Figure 1, Figures 3 (a) and (d) and Figures 5
(a) and (d)).
A. cWB unmodeled reconstruction of the events
within GWTC–1
For each GW event, we compared the cWB sky local-
ization likelihood map with the corresponding posterior
probability sky regions produced by LALInference [14]:
while the unmodeled reconstruction produces more ex-
tended and irregular sky regions and different biases may
arise 3, the overall overlap between the estimates by cWB
and LALInference is mostly good. More details can be
found in appendix A, in particular in Table III and in
Figure 7.
Similarly, for each GW event, the waveforms recon-
structed by cWB are compared with those reconstructed
from the Monte Carlo which uses LALInference poste-
rior samples: as expected from an algorithm based on
excess power, the merger part of the signal is usually
well estimated by cWB, while the early inspiral and the
ringdown parts (where the signals are weaker and spread
over larger areas in the time-frequency plane) are often
missing.
We define the corresponding CBC whitened wave-
forms, w = [wH(t), wL(t)], starting from the CBC mod-
eled strain waveforms at the Hanford and Livingston
sites, h = [hH(t), hL(t)] and dividing them in the
frequency domain by the cWB-estimated noise spec-
tral densities,
√
Sn,(H,L)(f). By denoting the model-
independent whitened cWB waveforms as wˆ, we can cal-
3 cWB customarily employs an antenna pattern prior, which over-
weights favorable incoming directions, while underweighting the
ones with poor antenna pattern. This affects especially two-
detector networks, as it the case for this work.
culate the generalized fitting factor of wˆ with respect to
w as
FF(w, wˆ) =
(w|wˆ)√
(w|w)√(wˆ|wˆ) (1)
where the scalar product is defined in the time domain
as
(w|wˆ) =
∫ tcoa
t1
w(t)wˆ(t)dt (2)
with t1 = [tH,1, tL,1] defined as
∫ t1
−∞ |wˆ(t)|2 dt =
0.01
∫∞
−∞ |wˆ(t)|2 dt and tcoa = [tH,coa, tL,coa] is the co-
alescence time 4.
In Table I, we report the average 〈FF〉offsource calcu-
lated by Monte Carlo sampling, where for each injected
LALInference posterior, hi(t) (the index i runs over all
posterior samples; see Appendix II B for more details) we
calculated FF(wi(t), wˆi(t)), as well as the “onsource” av-
erage FF, i.e. 〈FF〉onsource = 〈FF(wi(t), wˆgw(t))〉i, where
wˆgw(t) is the actual cWB whitened waveform of the GW
event.
By defining the residual energy of wˆgw with respect to
ith CBC whitened sample wi as
Eires =
∫ tiB
tiA
∣∣wi(t)− wˆgw(t)∣∣2 dt (3)
with tA,B defined as
∫ tA
−∞ |wˆgw(t)|2 dt =∫∞
tB
|wˆgw(t)|2 dt = 0.02 ∫∞−∞ |wˆgw(t)|2 dt, we can then
calculate the sample i corresponding to mini
(∣∣∣∣Eires∣∣∣∣)
and denote it as the minimal residual energy posterior
sample, minR.
The relatively high 〈FF〉offsource suggests that cWB is
good at reconstructing the injected waveforms before co-
alescence time. Moreover, from the comparison of the
onsource and offsource FFs, we note there are no sig-
nificant differences between the two cases and we infer a
qualitative compatibility between estimates, with the ex-
ception of GW170809, which we shall investigate further
in the future.
B. Significance of post-coalescence excesses
A number of cWB excesses with respect to the CBC
templates occur after the coalescence, where CBC wave-
forms are mostly silent. In order to estimate their signif-
icance, we devised a procedure based on their coherent
4 In this article, we considered just the IMRPhenomP waveform
family, where the tcoa is the estimated time (with a stationary
phase approximation) corresponding to the fpeak as defined in
Eq. 20 in [7].
4network SNR. We considered the coalescence time, i.e.
tcoa, as a reference time to start integrating our excesses:
we then split our reconstructed waveforms in a primary
part (i.e. for t ≤ tcoa) and a secondary part (i.e. for
t > tcoa). Our main test-statistic for the secondary is
then the signal-to-noise ratio
SNRpc =
√∫ ∞
tcoa
|wˆ(t)|2 dt (4)
5. While for the offsource Monte Carlo simulations,
the tcoa are known from the CBC posterior samples, for
the onsource the tcoa can only be estimated, leaving a
margin for uncertainty on the onsource SNRpc. We de-
cided to adopt tminRcoa , i.e. the coalescence time of the
minimal residual energy CBC posterior sample (already
defined in Section III A) as our best point estimate. On
TableI, we report the SNRminRpc , together with the upper
and lower bounds, SNRsuppc and SNR
inf
pc which correspond
to 〈tcoa〉 ± 2σ. Finally, in the last column of Table I,
we report the estimated p-value for the onsource coher-
ent SNR excess as the ratio of the number of offsource
reconstructed waveforms with a larger or equal value of
coherent SNRpc over the total number of Monte Carlo
reconstructed injections. Consistently with the defini-
tion of 2σ SNR upper and lower bounds, we report the
upper and lower bounds for the p-value. In order to
evaluate the result in the context of multiple hypothesis
tests, i.e. when comparing many data against a given
hypothesis, we adopt the false-discovery rate (FDR) pro-
cedure to control the number of mistakes made when
selecting potential deviations from the null hypothesis
[22]: the result is shown in Figure 2 where the sorted
post-coalescence p-values (black dots represent the minR
p-values, while the blue and light green vertical lines show
the 1 and 2σ [Psup-Pinf ] bounds, respectively) are plotted
against the ranking probability (rank/Nevents) and com-
pared with an FDR light green dashed area (with false
alarm probability α = 0.1). Out of the 11 GW events,
the post-coalescence p-valuepc for GW151012 is an out-
lier. The second ranked event, GW151226, though mildly
significant is consistent with the 11 trials.
C. Follow-ups on GW151012 and GW151226
The original reconstruction of GW151012 reveals a pri-
mary part consistent with the time-frequency evolution
estimated by LALInference, followed by a secondary part,
with a chirping structure, at roughly 200 ms after the
merger of GW151012, as shown in Figure 3 (a). The
5 With the previous definition of the ws, which includes a division
by the amplitude spectral density in the frequency domain, this
is indeed an SNR. We also note that the resulting SNRpc also
contains the ringdown of the primary signal.
EN in Figure 3 (d) shows that the secondary part, when
reconstructed together with the primary, has some rel-
atively high residuals. In order to produce the plots in
the second and third columns of Figure 3, we applied
ad hoc time vetoes to reconstruct indipendently the pri-
mary ((b) and (e)) and secondary ((c) and (f)). As we see
from Figure 4 (a), the estimated sky localizations differ
substantially between the primary (blue) and the sec-
ondary (green), when reconstructed independently; the
main reason being the reconstructed time delay between
the detectors (Figure 4 (b)). This suggests that the pri-
mary and secondary might be unrelated.
A similar follow-up analysis was conducted also on
GW151226. In Figures 5 (a) and (d) the secondary is
visible about 100 ms after coalescence. The plots in the
second and third columns of Figure 5, show the primary
((b) and (e)) and secondary ((c) and (f)) reconstructed
indipendently of one another; the latter being very weak
and lacking any structure. Figures 6 (a) and (b) show
that the estimated sky localizations of the primary (blue)
and the secondary (green) could be compatible.
In Table II, we report the follow-up parameters for
GW151012 and GW151226 in the original reconstruction
and by isolating the primary and the secondary: the net-
work SNR, the correlation coefficient (defined in Section
II A) and the chirp mass, as estimated by LALInference
(PE) and by cWB [23]. When comparing the network
SNRs of the primary with the estimates by LALInfer-
ence, we find an SNR loss of ≈ 10–15%; cWB chirp mass
estimates are mostly used just as an indication of “chirp-
ness” as its estimator relies on simplified assumptions
that can lead to relatively large biases.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paragraph we focus on the two outliers of the
distribution of post coalescence features from Table I,
GW151012 and GW151226. The p-values are too large
to exclude the null hypothesis, and yet it is useful to
consider alternative explanations to exemplify the kind
of findings that could be borne out of our methodology.
A. GW151012
A first plausible interpretation for the primary and sec-
ondary in the cWB reconstruction of GW151012 is that
their occurrence may be due to an accidental coincidence
of unrelated CBC events of different chirp masses and di-
rections, compatible with catalogs of subthreshold CBC
candidates, see in particular 1-OGC [21]. While the pri-
mary component is a well established CBC detection,
the secondary feature on its own is much fainter and it is
likely originated by coherent noise from the detectors. In
any case, even assuming an astrophysical origin for the
secondary, according to our morphological analysis the
two GWs would be unrelated.
5GW event source 〈FF〉offsource 〈FF〉onsource FFminR SNR SNRminRpc
{
SNRsuppc
SNRinfpc
}
p-valuepc
{
Psup
Pinf
}
GW150914 BBH 0.95± 0.02 0.96± 0.01 0.97 25.2 5.72 6.925.64 0.94± 0.02 0.950.71
GW151012 BBH 0.80± 0.10 0.82± 0.038 0.9 10.5 6.60 6.546.26 0.0037± 0.0014 0.00680.0042
GW151226 BBH 0.78± 0.08 0.75± 0.05 0.85 11.9 4.40 4.414.36 0.025± 0.005 0.030.02
GW170104 BBH 0.90± 0.05 0.95± 0.03 0.97 13.0 5.29 5.303.95 0.07± 0.01 0.310.07
GW170608 BBH 0.79± 0.07 0.81± 0.02 0.84 14.1 1.69 1.751.64 0.51± 0.02 0.540.49
GW170729 BBH 0.90± 0.05 0.93± 0.02 0.95 10.2 4.81 4.863.43 0.09± 0.01 0.350.08
GW170809 BBH 0.90± 0.04 0.78± 0.03 0.82 11.9 3.89 4.713.88 0.28± 0.01 0.280.11
GW170814 BBH 0.92± 0.03 0.91± 0.02 0.93 17.2 5.98 6.025.94 0.10± 0.01 0.110.09
GW170817 BNS 0.78± 0.05 0.7596± 0.0004 0.76 29.3 0.21 0.210.21 0.55± 0.01 0.560.55
GW170818 BBH 0.89± 0.06 0.87± 0.01 0.92 8.6 1.97 2.041.76 0.87± 0.02 0.910.86
GW170823 BBH 0.91± 0.05 0.96± 0.03 0.98 10.8 3.11 3.542.69 0.60± 0.02 0.740.44
TABLE I. Significance of post-coalescence deviations recostructed by cWB on the eleven GW events from GWTC-1. For each
event we report: offsource and onsource average fitting factors, FF, with 1σ uncertainties; the onsource FF corresponding to
the minimal residual energy posterior sample; the network SNR as estimated by cWB; the post-coalescence SNR, SNRminRpc ,
assuming the tcoa from the minR posterior sample (while SNR
sup
pc and SNR
inf
pc are the onsource SNRpc corresponding to 〈tcoa〉
±2σ, respectively); and finally, the empirically estimated probability that such an SNRminRpc may be produced by a noise
fluctuation (where the Psup and Pinf values refer to the probability of SNR
inf
pc and SNR
sup
pc , respectively).
GW event SNR cc Chirp Mass [M]
PE original primary secondary original primary secondary PE original primary secondary
GW151012 10.0 10.5 8.4 7.1 0.81 0.95 0.83 15.2 23.8 23.8 3.2
GW151226 13.1 11.9 11.4 4.0 0.82 0.85 0.86 8.9 10.4 10.4 —
TABLE II. Follow-up parameters for GW151012 and GW151226: the network SNR, the correlation coefficient (defined in
Section II A) and the chirp mass as estimated by LALInference (PE) and by cWB in the original reconstruction and by
isolating the primary and the secondary.
The secondary feature shows traits which are consis-
tent with the CBC subthreshold candidates in the 1-OGC
catalog [21], both morphologically and in terms of signal
amplitude. In fact, its morphology is consistent with
a coalescence of a light stellar mass binary, within the
parameter space included by the template bank of the
1-OGC search. Also the SNR values collected at each
detector by cWB are larger than 4, the threshold used
for 1-OGC, and the network SNR recovered by cWB is
very close to the mode of the SNR distribution of the
subthreshold events in 1-OGC. 6 We expect the SNR col-
lected by cWB to be statistically comparable with the one
collected by CBC matched filter searches. This is tested
for the detections described in the GWTC-1 catalog [1],
and we expect it to hold also at the fainter amplitudes
6 The secondary feature calls for a mass ratio of the binary compo-
nent significantly different from 1, from simplified matched filter
analyses
comparable to the secondary. The secondary feature was
not found in 1-OGC search for subthresholds CBC can-
didates probably because of the dead time set around all
reconstructed events, such as the primary [21].
The rate of occurrence of subthreshold CBC candi-
dates in 1-OGC is ∼ 0.06 Hz, estimated from the total
counts of candidates divided by the net observation time
after accounting for the deadtime around each selected
candidate. cWB clusters together two signals if their
time separation is less than 0.2 s, which corresponds to
opening a time window of variable width after the coa-
lescence time, depending on the actual duration of each
signal component. In the case of GW151012, the typical
time window ranges from 0.25 s for faint BBH-like secon-
daries to 0.37 s for faint BNS-like secondary. Therefore,
the probability of random occurrence after coalescence
of a subthreshold 1-OGC event within the cWB window
ranges from 1.4% to 2.1% during the O1 run. Assum-
ing similar rates for the subthreshold events in the O2
run, the order of magnitude of this probability is high
enough to allow the possible occurrence of a CBC-like
6secondary in one out of the 11 regions after coalescence
tested here. On the other hand, this probability is low
enough not to be inconsistent with the measured p-value
of GW151012, taking into account the uncertainties on
the detection efficiency loss of cWB for candidates of the
class of the 1-OGC candidates after the primary coales-
cence. Therefore we conclude that the secondary feature
has a plausible interpretation as an object of the class of
the subthreshold CBC candidates, which in turn have a
population dominated by coherent noise fluctuations.
Our morphological analysis strongly disfavors any in-
terpretation of the post-coalescence feature that is di-
rectly related to the detected GW151012, because of
the inconsistency in the delay times at the detectors,
which call for a different source position. In particular,
this analysis disfavors alternative interpretations as post-
merger echoes (see previous analyses in [25] and [26]),
despite an apparent agreement in the delay time from
merger and amplitude. In addition, the reconstructed
spectral content does not fit the proposed echoes models.
B. GW151226
The p-value of the post-coalescence feature is only
marginally interesting in our analysis, and the preferred
interpretation is the null hypothesis. Here, the alter-
native, though statistically disfavored, interpretation for
the post-coalescence feature – a single tone at ∼ 160 Hz
with total duration ∼ 0.03 s delayed by ∼ 0.1 s – could
be a fainter repetition of the merger. This would not
be in contradiction with e.g. microlensing of the GW
primary or GW echoes. Microlensing could explain the
observed delay time, corresponding to a fractional travel
time of ∼ 2 × 10−18, though it would require character-
istics and position of the lens which appear highly un-
likely from back-of-the-envelope estimations, further fa-
voring the simpler null hypothesis. Our result also does
not support echoes with respect to the null hypothesis,
in agreement with previous targeted searches analyzing
GW151226 and specifically aimed at echoes (see e.g. [25–
28]).
C. other GWTC-1 GWs
The standard cWB analysis of all other GWTC-1
events does not show any significant deviation from
the null hypothesis in the post-coalescence tests, as re-
ported in Table I. However, our standard setting con-
strains signal clustering to a time-window smaller than
∼ 0.3 s, which is not sufficient to capture the echoes-
signal claimed for GW150914 and GW170817 by [25, 29].
Motivated by those studies, we decided to expand up to
5 s the on-source time-window allowed for signal cluster-
ing in the cWB analysis.
In the case of GW150914, this extension results in the
appearance of an onsource post-merger with null coher-
ent SNR and non zero incoherent energy, therefore we can
conclude that there is no support for any signal coming
from a direction consistent with GW150914.
In the case of GW170817, this extension shows a short
burst of ∼ 0.01 s duration and frequency ∼ 130 Hz at a
delay of ∼ 1 s with coherent and incoherent components.
By repeating the same experiment off-source, the p-value
of the coherent on source SNR in the post-coalescence is
about 20%, which confirms the null hypothesis. The mor-
phology of the cWB feature is compatible with the first
harmonic of the signal claimed by [29], however, when
compared with the widest class of possible post-merger
events, as we do here, its p-value becomes uninteresting.
These results are insufficient to either invalidate or
confirm the echoes model of [29]: in fact, to be able to
compare quantitatively the sensitivity of this analysis
with the template searches for echoes, we would need to
calibrate the detection efficiency of the cWB analysis for
that specific signal class, which is beyond the scope of
the present paper.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The CBC waveforms used in PyCBC, GstLAL and
other similar pipelines [10], are the result of sophisticated
calculations with a well-defined set of physical assump-
tions. The methodology discussed in this work is aimed
at complementing the template-based pipelines and de-
tecting additional features that may show up in the ob-
served time-frequency data as localized excesses of co-
herent SNR across the network. Indeed, any significant
excess coherent energy can indicate the presence of astro-
physical structures that reshape the theoretical waveform
or point to some still unobserved physics.
Our analysis of the events in the GWTC-1 catalog [1]
identifies distinct features after coalescence in the events
GW151012 and GW151226 with a statistical significance
which is insufficient to make any claim about their astro-
physical origin, but that calls for further investigations
of similar event structures in the current and in future
observing runs. In this work, we studied the morphol-
ogy of these features to search for plausible explanations,
alternative to the null hypothesis. We look forward to
applying this analysis to the larger set of upcoming com-
pact binary coalescences which will be detected in the
current observing run of the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration.
In the case of GW151012, the secondary feature is
consistent with a subthreshold candidate of a compact
binary coalescence. Both its apparent chirpmass and ap-
parent sky direction are different from those of the pri-
mary CBC GW signal, which seems to indicate that the
secondary is unrelated to the primary and may plausibly
be due to the accidental coincidence of a subthreshold
CBC candidate with the primary event. If this interpre-
tation is correct, the higher sensitivity of the interferom-
eters in the O3 observing run should lead to several more
7such observations.
In the case of GW151226, the morphology of the fea-
ture that appears after coalescence may suggest a post-
merger phenomenon related to the detected GW, also in
view of the near superposition of sky localization proba-
bility distributions. Again, we interpret this as a simple
noise fluctuation. However, it will be interesting to re-
peat the analysis on the larger set of GWs from the cur-
rent observation run and check how frequently this type
of outliers occurs.
We conclude by remarking that we have established
a new general methodology in the framework of cWB,
that can be extended to search for a larger variety of
additional features, not currently included in the CBC
models. In the future, we plan to widen our statistical
tests to other regions of the time-frequency representa-
tion and to appraise the sensitivity of the analysis for
selected models of astrophysical phenomena.
Appendix A: cWB sky localizations for GW events
within GWTC−1
The reconstructed sky locations of the gravitational
wave events are reported in Figure 7. Plots show the
10%, 50% and 90% credible regions obtained from cWB
(blue) and and LALInference (green)7. For 5 events the
inclusion of the Virgo detector naturally reduces the over-
all area of the credible regions for both algorithms. In
Table III, we report the areas of the 50% and 90% credi-
ble regions for cWB and LALInference, together with the
extension of the overlapping area between the two esti-
mates. The last two columns report the nominal proba-
bility estimated by the two algorithms when we restrict
the integration inside this overlap area. Generally the
results show that there is a dominant overlap when only
two detectors are considered, while the modeled recon-
struction has considerably reduced overlap with respect
to the unmodeled one when Virgo is added in the net-
work.
Appendix B: Posteriors injection simulation
The Monte Carlo methodology described here allows
for the injection of waveform models from the pub-
lic parameter estimation samples released for GWTC-1
events. The samples have been injected every 150 s in
the O1-O2 data around each GW event, corresponding
to roughly five days of interferometer coincident time in-
cluding the GW trigger, with the aim of achieving at
least one thousand reconstructions for each GW event.
For the BBH systems this procedure employs the IMR-
PhenomPv2 waveform family [30–32], a phenomenolog-
ical waveform family that models signal from the inspi-
ral, merger, ringdown phase taking in to account spin ef-
fects, and including simple precession, whereas effects of
subdominant (non-quadrupole) modes are not included.
For the BNS system the model IMRPhenomPv2 NRTidal
is used instead [33], [34]; this model includes numerical
relativity (NR)-tuned tidal effects, as well as the spin-
induced quadrupole moment.
The cWB unmodeled algorithm is applied to recover
the injections, using the same setting of parameters used
for O2 analysis, including the veto due to the quality
of the data. All the point estimated reconstructions are
used to build empirical distribution of reconstructed sig-
nals. This methodology allows to obtain a marginaliza-
tion over the posterior distribution of the models and to
estimate a possible bias due to non Gaussian noise fluc-
tuations in a time span that covers to the selected event.
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FIG. 1. cWB waveform reconstruction of GW170729, GW170809 and GW170814 in form of color-coded time-frequency maps.
The upper row shows the squared coherent network SNR, while the lower row shows the normalized residual noise energy, EN ,
estimated after the reconstructed signal is subtracted from the data. The first column ((a) and (d)) refers to GW170729; next,
the second column ((b) and (e)) shows event GW170809; finally, the third column shows the event GW170814. The dashed
vertical lines denote the minR tL,coa for these three events (the network reconstruction uses the Livingston detector time as a
reference).
FIG. 2. Sorted p-values of the post-coalescence excesses as a function of the ranking probability (rank/Nevents), compared
with an FDR (α = 0.1). Out of the 11 GW events, the post-coalescence p-valuepc for GW151012 is an outlier. The second
ranked event, GW151226, though mildly significant is consistent with the 11 trials.
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FIG. 3. cWB waveform reconstruction of GW151012, in form of color-coded time-frequency maps. The upper row shows
the squared coherent network SNR, while the second row shows the normalized residual noise energy, EN , estimated after the
reconstructed signal is subtracted from the data. The first column ((a) and (d)) refers to the original reconstruction, with the
primary chirp on the left matching the CBC PE reconstruction and a secondary cluster occurring 200 ms after the merger; an
ad hoc time veto covering the secondary cluster was used to produce our best estimate for GW151012 primary event shown in
the second column ((b) and (e)); finally, the third column reports the independent reconstruction of the secondary cluster by
vetoing the primary event. The dashed vertical lines denote the minR tL,coa for GW151012 (the network reconstruction uses
the Livingston detector time as a reference)
(a) (b)
FIG. 4. Left panel: Mollweide projection of GW151012 primary event (blue contour lines) and the secondary event (green
lines) sky reconstructions in equatorial coordinates (a). Right panel: time delay maximum a posteriori probability marginals
between H and L in line-of-sight frame defined by H and L (b). Both figures have been produced using the code in [24].
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FIG. 5. cWB waveform reconstruction of GW151226, in form of color-coded time-frequency maps. The upper row shows
the square coherent network SNR, while the second row shows the normalized residual noise energy, EN , estimated after the
reconstructed signal is subtracted from the data. The first column ((a) and (d)) refers to the original reconstruction, with the
primary chirp on the left matching the CBC PE reconstruction and a secondary cluster occurring 100 ms after the merger.
An ad hoc time veto covering the secondary cluster was used to produce our best estimate for GW151226 primary event shown
in the second column ((b) and (e)). Finally, the third column reports the independent reconstruction of the secondary cluster
by vetoing the primary event. The dashed vertical lines show the minR tL,coa for GW151012 (the network reconstruction uses
the Livingston detector time as a reference).
(a) (b)
FIG. 6. Left panel: Mollweide projection of GW151226 primary event (blue contour lines) and the secondary event (green
lines) sky reconstructions in equatorial coordinates (a). Right panel: time delay maximum a posteriori probability marginals
between H and L in line-of-sight frame defined by H and L (b). Both figures have been produced using the code in [24].
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FIG. 7. Mollweide projection of 10%, 50% and 90% credible regions for the sky locations of all GW events in GWTC-1 as
estimated by cWB and LALInference, in equatorial coordinates. For 5 GW events, i.e. GW170729, GW170809, GW170814,
GW170817 and GW170818, the localizations can benefit from the data from a third site, i.e. Virgo. All the figures have been
produced using the code in [24].
